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We describe a new mechanism to continuously protect alkali-metal atoms from spin relaxation
using a single off-resonant optical beam. We experimentally demonstrate that state-selective light-
shifts can synchronize the Larmor frequencies of the two hyperfine manifolds, and by that form
a unique decoherence-free subspace. We report an order of magnitude suppression of the spin
decoherence for cesium atoms, simultaneously protecting from random spin-exchange collisions and
partially also from spin-relaxation by the interaction with weakly-depolarizing walls. We further
report an order of magnitude improvement of the quality factor of the magnetic states. Our results
demonstrate the ability to use the multi-level structure of atoms or molecules with accessible optical
tools to engineer useful decoherence-free subspaces.

Collisions are a fundamental relaxation mechanism in
warm spin gases. At ambient conditions, alkali-metal
atoms confined in a glass cell move quickly at hundreds
of meters per seconds, collide with the cell walls or ran-
domly pair, and scatter by collisions. Owing to their
single valence electron, strong forces acting during colli-
sions correlate the spin state of different colliding atoms
[1–3]. In binary collisions the exchange interaction con-
serves the total spin of the colliding atoms, and does not
relax the magnetic moment of the ensemble by itself. In
the presence of a magnetic field however, random colli-
sions distribute the atomic state between multiple spin
levels whose energy splittings are nonuniform, leading
to dephasing of the spin state [4, 5].
Several techniques have been realized to overcome

this limitation by operating at a regime known as Spin-
Exchange Relaxation Free (SERF). This regime can be
accessed by operating under one of a few restricting con-
ditions: setting the absolute magnetic field experienced
by the atoms near zero [6–15] , applying fast and strong
modulation of the magnetic field [17] or maintaining
the degree of spin-polarization high [18–20]. Systems
operating in this regime are used in a variety of ap-
plications including precision sensors [6, 7, 18, 21–25],
searches of new physics [26–33], interfacing with the
spins noble-gases for imaging and fundamental studies
[34–42], and in emerging quantum information applica-
tions [2, 10, 15, 43–46]
Continuous suppression of the spin-exchange relax-

ation using optical methods has been considered via
resonant optical-pumping [18, 19], but this approach is
limited due to considerable excess relaxation through
photons absorption and scattering [47]. Nonetheless,
auxiliary off-resonant light fields are an efficient tool to
prolong the coherence time of spin ensembles in other
configurations, by compensating spatial inhomogenities

of external field [48, 49], or by compensating for the in-
homogeneous distribution of resonant frequencies of the
ensemble’s constituents [50–53]. However, for the relax-
ation by spin-exchange collisions, and partially also by
weakly depolarizing walls, the inhomogeneity is related
to the internal level-structure, and consequently none of
the above techniques directly applies.

Here we describe a new mechanism that provides pro-
tection from spin relaxation using an off-resonant aux-
iliary light. We show that state-selective Zeeman light-
shifts applied by an optical beam can protect the alkali-
metal spins from spin-exchange relaxation via inter-
nal synchronization of the Larmor precession frequen-
cies. We demonstrate the technique for a warm ce-
sium spin ensemble and report up to an order of magni-
tude suppression of the relaxation rate, providing pro-
tection from relaxation of spin-exchange and partially
also from the weakly depolarizing walls. Unlike the op-
eration in the standard SERF regime near zero abso-
lute field, which exhibits a small number of measurable
spin-precession cycles, here both frequency and number
of measurable cycles are kept high. Our technique can
be particularly useful in systems using anti-relaxation
coated cells where the optical spectrum is well-resolved.

The asynchronous Larmor precession of magnetic mo-
ments, which is the underlying cause for the relax-
ation, is sourced by the level structure of all alkali-metal
atoms. Owing to hyperfine interaction between the elec-
tron spin S and the nonzero spin I in the nucleus, the
spin states in the electronic ground state are collected
in two manifolds, characterized with quantum number
F = I+S and separated by the gap corresponding to the
fast hyperfine frequency ωhpf. In the presence of a mag-
netic field, the degeneracy of the magnetic levels is lifted
by the Zeeman splittings, and the levels are character-
ized by the additional quantum number M = Sz + Iz
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Figure 1. Relaxation of alkali-metal spins and light-shift compensation. a, Spin levels of cesium atoms (I = 7/2)
in the electronic ground state. The magnetic levels |F,M〉 in the F = 4 (F = 3) hyperfine manifolds are Zeeman-splitted by
~ωa (~ωb) for M ≤ |F |, resulting with asynchronous precession of the magnetic moments; spins precess clockwise at F = 4
(blue) but counter-clockwise at F = 3 (cyan). b, Spin-exchange collisions between pairs of atoms, or collisions with weakly-
depolarizing walls of the enclosure can lead to random change of the hyperfine manifolds, and give rise to spin-relaxation by
the asynchronous precession. c, An off-resonance circularly-polarized optical beam can shift the levels in the two hyperfine
manifolds d, Calculated light-shift cross-sections σa (cyan) and σb (blue) of the Zeeman-like shifts in the F = 4 and F = 3
manifolds respectively, as a function of the optical frequency ν from the D1 transitions. Black lines denotes the absorption
cross-section of the four transition lines and purple arrow denotes the range for which the protection beam primarily shifts
the levels in the F = 3 manifold. e, Applied Zeeman-like shifts can correct for the difference in precession frequencies and
protect from dephasing by asynchronous precession.

where |M | ≤ F . The splittings are determined pre-
dominantly by the coupling of the magnetic field to the
electron spins as shown in Fig. 1. In the upper man-
ifold, the Zeeman splittings between any two adjacent
levelsM,M+1, and to first order in geB/ωhpf are equal
to ωa = +ωB . Here ge is the gyromagnetic ratio of the
electron and ωB = geB/(2I + 1) is the Larmor pre-
cession rate. In the lower hyperfine manifold however,
the Zeeman splitting are inverted and ωb = −ωB . The
sign change originates from alignment (anti-alignment)
of the electron and nuclear spins in the upper (lower)
hyperfine manifolds, resulting with clockwise (counter-
clockwise) precession. For warm gases (at temperature
T � ~ωhpf/kB), spin-changing collisions redistribute
the atomic state between the two hyperfine manifolds
at random collisions times as illustrated in Fig. 1b; As
ωa 6= ωb the spins precession at the two hyperfine man-
ifolds is asynchronous, leading to dephasing of the col-
lective spin-state.

To circumvent this dephasing, we aim to set the

frequencies ωa and ωb equal using an auxiliary light
field, as shown in Fig. 1c-d. We consider a circularly-
polarized beam whose optical axis is aligned with the
magnetic field. Setting the optical frequency ν far from
the atomic optical transition frequencies νi enables to
shift the magnetic levels and suppresses photon absorp-
tion for |∆i| � Γe, where Γe is the atomic linewidth
and ∆i = ν − νi. These Zeeman light-shifts, denoted
by δa and δb for the upper and lower hyperfine mani-
folds respectively, are proportional to the laser power
and depend on the Zeeman light-shift cross-sections
σa(ν) and σb(ν) [54–56], which are shown in Fig. 1d
for the D1 lines of cesium. The relative shifts δa and δb
can therefore be varied by detuning of the optical fre-
quency ν; This configuration enables synchronization of
the Larmor frequencies in the two hyperfine manifolds,
(ωa = ωb) when the resonance condition

ωB + δa = −ωB + δb, (1)
is satisfied. It is expected that on resonance, the pre-
cession of the magnetic moments would persists contin-
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Figure 2. Synchronization of spin precession using light-shifts. a, Fourier spectrum of the measured spin precession
of cesium spins at B = 0.43mG in the presence of the protection beam with power P . The protection beam induces a
Zeeman-like field which shifts majorly the precession frequency of the magnetic moment in F = 3 (i.e. ωb, red dash-dots
lines) and to lesser extent also the precession frequency in F = 4 (i.e. ωa, orange dash line). At the resonance condition
ωa = ωb near P = 9.7mW the frequencies synchronize and the spectrum is greatly enhanced. b, Spin precession without
the optical protection beam (top) and in the presence of the protection beam (bottom). At synchronized precession, the
coherence time is prolonged five fold.

uously in between sudden collisions, protecting the spins
from relaxation.
We study this mechanism using a warm cesium vapor

(S = 1/2, I = 7/2) contained in a buffer-gas free and
paraffin-coated glass cell. We control the number den-
sity of the cesium vapor n = (2.5 ± 0.4) × 1011 cm−3,
estimated using absorption spectroscopy [57], by heat-
ing of a liquid droplet of cesium. We control the mag-
netic fields to better than |B| < 5µG using three sets
of Helmoltz coils and by magnetically shielding the sys-
tem from the ambient field using four layers of µ-metal
shields. We initially polarize the spins using a weak
circularly-polarized optical-pump beam aligned with a
background magnetic field along ŷ and near resonance
with the ν3 transition. The average degree of spin polar-
ization of the ensemble was kept low to ensure apprecia-
ble population of both hyperfine manifolds. Then, we
turn off the pump and background field and simultane-
ously apply a magnetic field Bz and an auxiliary circu-
larly polarized beam that is 12 GHz blue-detuned from
the ν1 transition, selectively exerting different Zeeman
light-shifts on the two hyperfine manifold. We moni-
tor the spins’ precession using a weak and continuously
operating probe beam which propagates along x̂ and is
linearly polarized. The probe, whose frequency is cen-
tered in the D1 lines, experiences polarization rotation
that depends on the spin precession of the magnetic
moments in both hyperfine manifolds. Using a set of
differential photo-diodes in a homodyne configuration
we measure the mean spin of the ensemble 〈Sx(t)〉 [58].
We first measure the spin precession around Bz =

0.43mG as a function of the power of the protection
beam P . In Fig. 2a we present the spectral content of
the recorded signals, showing the absolute value of the
Fast Fourier Transform. For P = 0 the spectral content
is peaked at a single frequency, owing to the indistin-
guishable precession of the two hyperfines which rotate
at the same absolute frequency. Increasing P resolves
the two precession frequencies ωa = δa(P ) + ωB and
ωb = δb(P ) − ωB , as also indicated by the orange and
red lines. At the crossing of these two lines (ωa = ωb)
near P = 9.7mW, the resonance condition is satisfied
and strikingly, the spectral amplitude of the signal is
greatly enhanced in comparison to lower or zero power
of the protection beam, owing to its spectral narrowing.
We note that the presented data has no relative normal-
ization between different measurements; all amplitudes
were scaled by a single common factor.

In Fig. 2b, we present the time domain signals with-
out the protection beam, i.e. at P = 0 (top), and near
the resonance condition at P = 9.7mW (bottom), cor-
responding to the black and purple arrows in Fig 2a.
We extract the decoherence rate of each measurement
by fitting the measured time-domain signal to a single
sinusoidal decaying exponent. We find a 5-fold improve-
ment with respect to the decoherence rate without the
light-shift, reaching a decoherence rate that is limited
by the finite spin-lifetime T1. This result demonstrates
suppression of spin-relaxation when the precession fre-
quencies of the magnetic moments are synchronized.

We further study the dependence of the relaxation on
the magnetic field and repeat the experiment for differ-
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Figure 3. Protection from spin relaxation. a, Measured fundamental relaxation rate Γ of cesium vapor as a function
of the magnetic field B and Power P of the optical protection beam. The relaxation is minimized along the resonance line
ωa(B,P ) = ωb(B,P ) (white dashed line), providing up to an order of magnitude protection compared to the precession
absent light-shifts. b, Calculated fundamental relaxation rate using the hyperfine-Bloch model (see text and [57]). We
experimentally observe increased relaxation for ωb(B) = 0 (black dashed line)

ent values of the magnetic field B and light-shift power
P . Here we fit the measured signals to a sum of two si-
nusoidal decaying exponents

∑2
i=1 Aie

−γit cos(ωit+ θi)
and present the minimal measured relaxation rate Γ =
min(γ1, γ2) in Fig. 3a (see [57]). Evidently, a valley of
low relaxation rate Γ is observed along the magnetic
fields that satisfy the resonance condition in Eq. (1),
as indicated with a white dashed line, protecting from
decoherence at magnetic fields that are considerably
higher than the values in the SERF regime at P = 0.
The relaxation rate weakly increases as a function of the
auxiliary light power and independent of the magnetic
field, consistent with the measured residual absorption
of the auxiliary light. We also measure an increase in
the relaxation along the curve for which ωb(B,P ) = 0
(black dashed line).
The optically-induced suppression of spin-exchange

relaxation is qualitatively different from the suppression
without the auxiliary light at low-fields. At low mag-
netic fields and without optical protection, the number
of visible precession cycles, characterized by the unitless
parameter Q = ω̄/Γ, is about Q . 1 where ω̄ is the pre-
cession frequency associated with Γ determined by the
fit. In Fig. 4, we present the number of observed cycles
in the presence of auxiliary light, where the black line
indicates the resonance condition for which ωa = ωb.
Here, the number of visible oscillations along the res-
onance line is considerably higher, owing to the sup-
pressed relaxation and the higher oscillation frequency
ω̄ = ωa = ωb which is an increasing function of the
magnetic field.
We model the observed phenomena using a sim-

ple hyperfine-Bloch picture which is valid in the low-
polarization regime [4, 14, 15, 58]. We consider the

dynamics of the ensemble-averaged magnetic spin mo-
ments 〈F (a)

+ 〉 = 〈F (a)
x 〉 + i〈F (a)

y 〉 and 〈F (b)
+ 〉 = 〈F (b)

x 〉 +
i〈F (b)

y 〉 of the upper and lower hyperfine manifolds re-
spectively. The spin dynamics about a magnetic field
and light-shift beam aligned along ẑ is given by

d

dt
〈F (a)

+ 〉 = − (iωa +R11) 〈F (a)
+ 〉 −R12〈F (b)

+ 〉, (2)

d

dt
〈F (b)

+ 〉 = − (iωb +R22) 〈F (b)
+ 〉 −R21〈F (a)

+ 〉. (3)

𝜔𝑎 = 𝜔𝑏

Figure 4. Measured number of visible precession cy-
cles. The number of visible spin-precession cycles, charac-
terized by Q = ω̄/Γ, is considerably higher along the res-
onance line (black dashed line) than the operation at low
magnetic-fields where Q . 1. The increase in Q is a unique
feature of the optical protection technique which is not lim-
ited to low magnetic fields.
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The four coefficients R11, R12, R21 and R22 comprise the
relaxation-rate matrix which depends on the nuclear
spin I = 7/2; it can be decomposed by the contribu-
tion of different relaxation processes, which we estimate
in [57] as spin-exchange at a rate Rse = (170± 30) s−1,
destruction of the electron (total) spin at a rate Rsr =
(85± 15) s−1 (Ru = (10± 3) s−1), both due to collisions
with the weakly-depolarizing paraffin-coated walls, and
additional relaxation associated with off-resonant ab-
sorption of the auxiliary beam’s photons RP. We take
the values of ωa(B,P ) and ωb(B,P ) associated with our
experimental settings and diagonalize Eqs. (2-3) for dif-
ferent values of B,P . In Fig. 3b we present the minimal
real part of the eigenvalues, which is associated with the
relaxation of the least decaying spin mode. Evidently,
the model captures the main features of the experimen-
tal observation, demonstrating that synchronization of
the Larmor precession using vector light-shifts provides
protection of the magnetic moments from spin-exchange
relaxation.
The hyperfine-Bloch model allows for further compar-

ison between the optical protection and the suppressed
relaxation that is realized at low magnetic fields in the
SERF regime. Considering the limit of rapid spin-
exchange collisions Rse � Rsr, Ru for simplification,
the fundamental relaxation rate is attained when the
precession frequencies are synchronous, and is given by
Γ0 = Ru + 1

22Rsr. This relaxation rate is maintained as
long as |ωa−ωb| .

√
RseΓ (see [57]), which characterizes

the width of the optically protected valley along the res-
onance condition line in Fig. 3. In the SERF regime and
absent optical protection, ωa = −ωb and the precession
frequency grows linearly with the magnetic field (ω̄ ≈
4

11ωa) but the relaxation rate Γ ≈ Γ0 +0.3|ωa−ωb|2/Rse
grows quadratically in the magnetic field, leading to de-
creased Q for

√
Γ0Rse � ωa � Rse [57]. In contrast,

in the presence of optical protection ω̄ ≈ ωa and the
relaxation is free of spin-exchange and independent of
the magnetic field (Γ ≈ Γ0), thus yielding considerably
higher Q.
In summary, we have studied the spin-relaxation of

a warm spin-gas and showed that it originates from in-
ternal asynchronization of the Larmor precession fre-
quencies associated with the universal level structure
of alkali-metal atoms. We demonstrated experimen-
tally and theoretically that off-resonant beam can in-
duce relative Zeeman light-shifts which correct for the
asynchronized precession and protect from relaxation of
the spins, increasing the coherence time by up to an
order of magnitude.

Our findings give direct validation to the role of the
asynchronous Larmor frequencies on the relaxation, as
was first proposed in the statistical model in Ref. [4] for
the spin-exchange interaction. Furthermore, this tech-

nique can find potential usage in applications and exper-
iments for which the optical spectrum is well resolved
(e.g. cells with low buffer-gas pressures) [45, 59–68], al-
lowing for selective action of light-shifts on the different
hyperfine manifolds.

We thank Roy Shaham, Ohad Yogev, Gil Ronen,
Yaron Artzi and Tal David for fruitful discussions.
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